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848 McConnell
demeanor is excellent. He's a strong, dynamic and forceful
man," "It's pleasant," "He's got a cordial demeanor," "He's a
nice person-a cool guy" and "[His demeanor is] very good."
One lawyer disagreed with the others and opined, "He's
impatient and intimidating."
Intelligence/Knowledge
Judge McCarville's legal knowledge was described as
falling between average and excellent. As the interviewees
put it, "It's average to above average," "It's excellent," "It's
above average" and "It's at least average-it appears to be
adequate." Others just said, ."It's average."
On Motions
,
Every interviewee said Judge McCarville usually takes
the bench on time. Lawyers also said he is always well prepared. They said, "He reads his stuff and does his homework" and "He's very well prepared." When asked if this
judge rules on motions in a timely manner, every interviewee gave a positive response.
On Trial
Many of the interviewees used the word "formal" to
describe Judge Mccarville courtroom management style.
"It's a bit formal but comfortable." "It's in between formal
and relaxed." "He's got a fairly controlled style and is efficient." "It's very professional." "It's formal." "It's a little
formal ." Interviewees said this judge is polite to everyone
who appears in front of him. However, one them added,
"but [he] can be tough when necessary. " Another attorney
said Judge Mccarville "has become much more (polite) than
when he first started." Only one interviewee said this jurist
is occasionally impolite. He opined, "[He's polite) only some
of the time. It depends on his mood." The majority of the
interviewees said Judge McCarville keeps an open mind and
truly listens to their arguments. One of those who disagreed
said he only does this "sometimes." The other dissenting
interviewee responded, "No, (he doesn't keep an open mind].
He usually decides what he's going to do ahead of time. "
When asked to describe this judge's courtroom atmosphere,
every interviewee used the word "comfortable" to characterize it. Several also said it is both "comfortable" and "professional." One lawyer voiced his minority view by saying, "(His
courtroom atmosphere is] a little tense." Most of the interviewees said this judge gets his decisions out on time. At
least one of them said they are usually issued straight from
the bench. One attorney disagreed with the others and said
Judge McCarville is "a little slower" than the others when
it comes to getting his decisions out. The interviewees who
have received written decisions from this judge described
them in the following ways. "They're good," "(They're] of
average quality" and "They're well researched and reasoned.
He'll give you a factual basis for his decisions." Interviewees
seem generally pleased· with this jurist's ability to manage
his calendar in a timely manner. While half of them said
he moves cases at an "average" pace, others opined, "(He
moves them] faster" than the other judges, "pretty fast" and
"faster or quicker" than the other jurists.
Continuances
Most interviewees believe Judge Mccarville is fair about
granting continuances based upon good cause. Their comments included, "[You've got an] average to above average
chance of getting him to grant (one]," "If both sides agree, he'll
grant one," "He exercises his discretion reasonably well in this
regard" and "It's not a problem getting him to grant one for
good cause."
Settlement
Interviewees are basically pleased with Judge McCarville's
efforts to help settle their cases. Some described him as "proactive." Others opined, "[His settlement skills are) excellent,"
"If you request his help, he'll get involved," "He'll try to help"
and "He's somewhat proactive" in helping attorneys settle
their cases.
Proclivities
Only. a .co_uple o.f ~he intervie~ee~ criticized Judge
Mccarville s impartiality. They said, In criminal cases,
he leans toward the prosecution" and "He's pretty fair. He
might lean a little toward the D.A." All of the others offered
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more positive comments. "He's a very fair man ." "He's
impartial." "He's very fair." "He's fair."
Summary
Additional comments included: "Be sure your paperwork
is filed on time and everything you want is in it"; "He can
be unpredictable in a good, surprising way that benefits
the defense"; and "He prefers the local attorneys-the others receive fewer breaks." Nearly every interviewee praised
Judge McCarville's courtroom demeanor. All of them said
his legal knowledge is adequate or even "above average"
compared to that of other local jurists. There was some
slight split of opinion regarding his overall impartiality.
However, one of the attorneys claimed, "He's probably the
fairest judge at the central courthouse." (OlE)
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ATTORNEYS' COMMENTS
Temperament/Demeanor
Attorneys who were interviewed about Judge McCormick
were unanimous in praise for his demeanor. "I have a very
favorable impression of him. He is a pleasant individual to
work with, " said one. Another said he is "a good guy," while
a third interviewee said he is "very pleasant. There is great
decorum in his courtroom. It is not · a shouting match. I
really like working with him." A fourth attorney said, "He is
a very personable judge to be around." Though the attorney
hasn't socialized with him off the bench, "he is one of the
few judges that I have met who I could see associating with
outside of the courtroom," the attorney said. A fifth attorney
said, "I went against him when he was a deputy DA, and I
have been before him as a judge, and I think he has great
judicial temperament."
Intelligence/Knowledge
Interviewees also all had very high regard for Judge
~cCormick on knowledge of law. "He is a really smart
Judge. He has a vast knowledge of the law. He is extremely talented and extremely smart, " said one. A defense
attorney who appeared before Judge McCormick in a
number of ca ses when he was assigned to a DUI court
said, "His intellectual grasp of the law was stellar. He
Was very quick to pick up on" tha t area of law. "He knew
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it immediately." Three other interviewees said, "He is
bright, " he has "an extensive knowledge of the law," and
he "really is knowledgeable about criminal cases."
On Motions
Criminal defense attorneys were divided in their assessment of Judge McCormick's rulings <Jn motions. "His rulings
are very biased in favor of the prosecution, " one defense
attorney said. Another said that in relatively minor criminal
cases he can show "compassion," but "in anything serious,
whatever the cop says is true." A third defense attorney took
a middle ground. "I haven't heard of him or experienced him
extending a tremendous amount of largesse towards the
defense. But I have noted that in a couple of cases, he has
made a hard decision that has been for the defense . So in
that regard, I respect him. Also, he is willing to make decisions quickly." A fourth defense attorney said that in his
rulings, "He is conservative, but he is fair."
On Trial
One criminal defense attorney who commented about
Judge McCormick said, "I had a trial ·with him and it was
probably one of the worst trial experiences I have ever
had, ever. He ruled to keep out my evidence, and I know
he did that to another attorney I know, one that I respect
immensely, in a murder case. He is very, very, very pro-law
enforcement." The attorney added, "It certainly is true that
he was much more reasonable in DUI court. However, as
a felony trial judge, he was a nightmare." None of the other
criminal defense attorneys who had trial experience with
Judge McCormick seconded that dire assessment. "I had
a trial that took a month and I thought he was fair to my
client," said one. "I think it's a very easy court to try a case
in. He is very low key. He lets people work. He lets people
argue." Another said, "I did an extensive murder trial in his
court. I give him two thumbs up ." Criminal defense attorneys were especially pleased with the way Judge McCormick
handled DUI cases when he was assigned to that department. "I thought he ran the DUI court really well. I really
liked that," said one. "I know he's a former prosecutor who
did death penalty cases, but in DUI, he was very compassionate. I had him dismiss all kinds of cases. But if it's a
serious case, I guess he's tougher. " Another DUI defense
attorney said, "I had a trial with him and he called it right
down the middle. He called it fair. I would say with him,
though, that you had better win because if you lose, I
wouldn't call him an easy sentencer." A third attorney
who represented defendants in DUI cases before Judge
McCormick noted that "he does the fastest sentencing west
of the Mississippi. He speed reads the terms of probation.
He has a script and he reads that script as fast as he can, if
there is an attorney. If the defendant doesn't have an attorney, he will take the time with them."
Continuances
Attorneys who were interviewed about Judge McCormick
had no complaints about his policy on continuances. When
he took over the DUI court, "he inherited a liberal continuance policy," and stuck with it, one interviewee said.
Another said, "As a trial practitioner, particularly for someone like me with my own practice, he is a very accommodating judge in terms of scheduling and being aware that his is
not the only case happening at any given time."
Settlement
One interviewee said Judge McCormick "was very good"
at helping work out reasonable dispositions, and "was able
to get rid of a lot of cases" when he took over the DUI court.
"I had clients who wanted to hurry up and do their DUI so
that they could go to Iraq or Afghanistan, but the military
wouldn't accept you if you were on probation," the attorney
explained. "So .h e would figure out ways that a person could
still do what they wanted to do, but still pay the price they
needed to pay for their DUI." Another interviewee said, "Will
he put pressure on the DA? I have never seen it, but I feel
certain that he would · say to the DA, what are you doing
in this case? How are you going to prove that? I think he
would say that." Beyond nudging prosecutors to downgrade
weak cases , however, Judge McCormick isn't inclined to

